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Matching magic oz match 3 jewel puzzles games

This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Match 3 down yellow brick ROAD™ magical puzzle adventure game featuring classic characters like DOROTHY™, Scarecrow™, TIN MAN™ and Cowardly Lion™! Magic looks like EMERALD CITY™! Join the fun of solving puzzles and releasing magical
movie Moments! Learn fun facts and trivia, and see never-before-seen toppings from the Wizard of Oz! Discover the rarest moments to learn more about your favorite movie! Match your way to meet the wonderful Wizard of Oz in this amazing puzzle adventure! The Wizard of Oz: Magic Match Features: MATCH 3 LAND
OF OZ!- Match 3 new and unique gameplay based on beloved Wizard of Oz movie and characters!- Matching brings you further down Yellow Brick Road with hundreds of exciting levels to overcome your way!- Match even faster bonuses and power-ups from glinda good witch™! Use Dorothy RUBY slippers™, Munchkin
Lollipops and Tina Man's Axe to solve puzzles!- Get help from your favorite movie characters dropping their Medallions north of the board. They will appear and offer help at their current level! Immerse yourself in the OZ storybook!-Play on an infinite level to collect story points!-Use your story points to complete the pages
of your storybook and go on adventures with your favorite characters!-Finish storybook pages to earn magical rewards! STRING WITH WINS EARN MUNCHKIN PRIZE PARADE!-Beat matching levels without losing to start your streak.-Earn enough wins in a row to open up magical prizes! EARN EXTRA REWARDS
WITH MAGIC KEYS!-Prove that you're an expert matcher beating the level first try, and earn extra rewards!-Unlock mystery boxes to reveal characters and win a big prize! Trade reward gem bazaar!-Beat matching puzzles for your first, second or third tries to earn gems!-Take your gems to bazaar and trade fun rewards!
Upgrade your points to BAZAAR!-Trade extra items earned during the game to play emerald points!-Use your Emerald points to advance to the Emerald City Challenge leaderboard! FIGHTING THE EVIL WITCH!- Match 3 or more gems against the evil witch of the west™ as you battle to reach the Wizard of Oz.-
Fantasy comes to life as you take the Wicked Witch to turn-based matching combat. ADVENTURE MAGICAL WORLD!- Visit Munchkinland, Haunted Forest and the most captivating locations on your way from Kansas to Emerald City!- Discover a brand new level and your favorite beloved characters in every new area
you open.- Adventure with friends on Facebook, sharing gifts as you go. Download The Wizard of Oz: Magic Match and relive the magic land of Oz today! Already enjoying the Wizard of Oz: Magic Match? Like our Facebook stay up-to-date with the latest content, the latest levels, exciting contests, and more. information
• For specific information on how to Collects and uses personal or other data, please read our privacy policy �� This game does not allow the user to connect to social networks, such as Facebook, and therefore players may come into contact with other people when playing this game. Social Networking Service terms
and conditions may also apply.• The game is free to play, but in-app purchases are available for additional content and premium currency.• You will be given the opportunity to participate in special offers, events and programs from Zynga Inc and its partners. The use of this application is governed by the Zynga Terms of
Service, which are . The collection and use of personal data is subject to Zynga's privacy policy, which has been found the wizard of OZ and all the characters and elements associated with it are Warner Bros. and Turner Entertainment Co. (s16) 2020
12,14000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 -Complete challenges earn rewards with Season Pass, or upgrade your Pass for even better rewards! -Dive deeper into the Land of Oz than ever before with the release of two new
regions!-Explore Oz with a brand new Storybook adventure: Uns hired Winkies! Oz buffs intrigued by this game-three puzzler can take heart-it's clearly made by fellow fans. The characters and sounds of the classic film appear constantly and the gameplay cleverly includes familiar locations and elements like Glinda's
magic and The Tin Man axe. Seeing Dorothy and the crew full of us for joy, and so do puzzles, thanks to the gentle learning curve and some fun ways Facebook friends can help you to harder levels. I've been playing this game for years. In all the games I play online, not once I have ever written through. However, I can't
handle being ripped off after I've paid to play the game forward! I only had 2 more things I needed to win, so I spent $4.99, only to have it close the game when I paid again. So, I thought ok, I'll let that slide &amp;amp; Go and buy for $2.99 to continue playing. No, it was shut down again when I was ready to start a new
game if I paid more to continue. I know I shouldn't, but I paid $2.99 once more, thinking for sure it would take it &amp;amp; let the game continue. Btw, this is not the first time this game has done this to me. I wrote to the company several years ago, about getting a refund for a while before, but have never heard the word
back from them. I love this game, &amp; most people may have quit after it did it to them twice. I never would have considered it, but after that time I feel like they're tearing people down completely. I'm not the one to spend a lot of money on the game, mainly because I don't do that much. So when I spend it, it's for
things I enjoy, like this game. But I don't like being used. I try to be a nice person with a kind and loving heart for people. That's why I'm warning. Just be careful about spending your hard-earned money in this game. I hope it doesn't take your money the way it does. I wish you all every success. - L. Tx. I love this game.
It's almost the only game I've ever played. I've been playing for over 3 years now and of course it's got glitches and questions sometimes, but when I've paid for things in this game, I don't expect or appreciate being closed game right before my awards and progress. Also, if you make a bonus game during a plate game
with an evil witch, you're expected to continue your times until you can no longer make a bonus game. Why does a witch miss me when I win? I don't get it. This clearly says bonus - keep going, but instead of letting me take my next turn, the witch continues to take it from me. I have had the game long enough to know
that this should not happen so please solve this issue. It's quite annoying and if it doesn't change soon, I won't do any more to buy (and I'll do a lot) and I'll just delete the game and spend my money on a better-designed game. I'm currently at level 3120 and 522 in the Legends division. I don't want to lose everything I've
built over the last couple of years, but I'm not going to keep paying money for a game that's going to trick me out of it. Thank you! Hi, I'm sorry I heard that. If you haven't, contact our Player support team: so we can view your account and the issues you mentioned. Please be sure to provide your Player ID: when
connecting to us. Thanks for the time and patience. Developer Zynga Inc. noted that the app's privacy practices may include addressing the data described below. For more information, see the developer privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you in other enterprise apps and websites: contact
information identifiers for usage data diagnostics Your identity may be collected and linked to: Purchases Location Contact Information Contacts User content identifiers Usage data diagnostics Other privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. For more information about the
developer's website application support privacy policy © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Wizard of Oz Magic Match 3 Puzzles &amp; Games 1.0.4805 Description Wizard of Oz Magic Match 3 Puzzles and Games (Package Name: com.zynga.ozmatch) has been developed by Zynga and the latest version of
Wizard of Oz Magic Match 3 Puzzles &amp;amp; Games 1.0.4805 were renewed on December 8, 2020. The Wizard of Oz Magic Match 3 puzzles and games are a category puzzle. You can view all applications from developer Wizard of Oz Magic Match 3 Puzzles and Games and find 191 alternative applications wizard
of Oz Magic Match 3 Puzzles and Games for Android. Currently, this app is free. This app can be downloaded from Android 5.0+ APKFab or Google Play. All APK / XAPK Files is original and 100% safe for fast downloads. Match 3 down yellow brick ROAD™ magical puzzle adventure game featuring classic characters
like DOROTHY™, Scarecrow™, TIN MAN™ and Cowardly Lion™! Magic looks like EMERALD CITY™! Join the fun of solving puzzles and releasing magical movie Moments! Learn fun facts and trivia, and see never-before-seen toppings from the Wizard of Oz! Discover the rarest moments to learn more about your
favorite movie! Match your way to meet the wonderful Wizard of Oz in this amazing puzzle adventure! The Wizard of Oz: Magic Match Features: MATCH 3 LAND OF OZ!- Match 3 new and unique gameplay based on beloved Wizard of Oz movie and characters!- Matching brings you further down Yellow Brick Road with
hundreds of exciting levels to overcome your way!- Match even faster bonuses and power-ups from glinda good witch™! Use Dorothy RUBY slippers™, Munchkin Lollipops and Tina Man's Axe to solve puzzles!- Get help from your favorite movie characters dropping their Medallions north of the board. They will appear
and offer help at their current level! Immerse yourself in the OZ storybook!-Play on an infinite level to collect story points!-Use your story points to complete the pages of your storybook, and go on adventures with your favorite characters! -Finish storybook pages to earn magical rewards! STRING WITH WINS EARN
MUNCHKIN PRIZE PARADE!-Beat matching levels without losing to start your streak.-Earn enough wins in a row to open up magical prizes! EARN EXTRA REWARDS WITH MAGIC KEYS!-Prove that you're an expert matcher beating the level first try, and earn extra rewards!-Unlock mystery boxes to reveal characters
and win a big prize! Trade reward gem bazaar!-Beat matching puzzles for your first, second or third tries to earn gems!-Take your gems to bazaar and trade fun rewards! Upgrade your points to BAZAAR!-Trade extra items earned during the game to play emerald points!-Use your Emerald points to advance to the
Emerald City Challenge leaderboard! FIGHTING THE EVIL WITCH!- Match 3 or more gems against the evil witch of the west™ as you battle to reach the Wizard of Oz.- Fantasy comes to life as you take the Wicked Witch to turn-based matching combat. ADVENTURE MAGICAL WORLD!- Visit Munchkinland, Haunted
Forest and the most captivating locations on your way from Kansas to Emerald City!- Discover a brand new level and your favorite beloved characters in every new area you open.- Adventure with friends on Facebook, sharing gifts as you go. Download The Wizard of Oz: Magic Match and relive the magic land of Oz
today! Already enjoying the Wizard of Oz: Magic Match? Like our Facebook stay up-to-date with the latest content, the latest levels, exciting contests, and more. • For specific information on how Zynga collects uses personal or other data, please read our privacy policy �� This game allows the user to connect to social
networks, such as Facebook, and therefore players may come into contact with other people when playing this game. Social Networking Service terms and conditions may also apply.• The game is free to play, but in-app purchases are available for additional content and premium currency.• You will be given the
opportunity to participate in special offers, events and programs from Zynga Inc and its partners. The use of this application is governed by the Zynga Terms of Service, which are . The collection and use of personal data is subject to zynga's privacy policy, which is found in WIZARD OF OZ and all related characters and
elements are trademarks of Warner Bros. and Turner Entertainment Co.'s (s16) Wizard of Oz Magic Match 3 Puzzles &amp; Games 1.0.4805 Update Prepare yourself for adventure with the latest release of The Wizard of Oz: Magic Match! -Complete challenges earn rewards with Season Pass, or upgrade your Pass for
even better rewards! -Dive deeper into the Land of Oz than ever before with the release of two new regions!-Explore Oz with a brand new Storybook adventure: Uns hired Winkies! Read more
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